CENTRIFUGAL MOVEMENTS IN THE BALKANS
1
IN THE 11 th CENTURY
ALEXANDRU MADGEARU

All over the Byzantine Empire, the 11 th century was a time of social and
poli tical transformation and turmoil, on the background of the increasing influence
in the imperial palace of the members of the politikos genous. Representatives of
provincial aristocratic families, they became oikeioi or basilikoi anthropoi. In the
provinces, the landowners began to exert a real mastership over the cities and their
surroundings, sometimes with the aid of small private military forces 2 • The
emergence of such local power centers had as a final and logica} result the
uprisings against the central power.
We can classify the l lth century Balkan rebellions in:
1- mutinies of the generals who wished to usurp the imperial power (for
instance, Georgios Maniakes in 1042-1043, and Leon Tomikios in 1047);
2- rebellions that wished to usurp the imperial power under the form of the
restoration of the Bulgarian state (Peter Delian, Tihomir, George Vojtech,
Constantine Bodin);
3- separatist rebellions in small and medium-sized territories (Stephen
Voislav, Niculitzas, Tatos and Nestor).
The first type will not be discussed here, because those mutinies were not
centrifugal movements (sometimes, they expressed only a rivalry between western
and eastem armies 3). The separatist rebellions were not specific for the Balkans. In
the same period, the Byzantine Empire was confronted with similar movements in
Apulia (1040), Armenia (1051-1052), or Antiohia (the independent principality of
Philaret Brachamios, after 1073)4. The Balkan region was not itself a problem for
the empire. The real problem was the crisis in the relations between center and
periphery, whatever this periphery was, caused by the increasing taxes that
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burdened these poor and marginal regions. If elsewhere the autonomist movements
expressed only the ambition ofthe local rulers, in the Balkans the ultimate reason of the
mutinies was poverty. The conversion from the stratiotic anny to a paid anny after the
'I 030s required higher incomes 5, but the peasants and the shepherds from the
underdeveloped regions were not able to pay more and more for the state, when the
emperors increased the taxes or converted in money the levies in kind to obtain extra
6
resources for the wars against the Pechenegs or other enemies . The centrifugal
movements were without any doubt an answer to this fiscal pressure of the center and
7
to the corruption and the bad administration . Religious reasons had only the Paulicians
8
who joined the Paristrian movement in I 078 , but this can be explained by their usual
propensity for unrest and by the proximity to the rebelled territory. The involvement of
Bogomilism is not attested in other movements, altough this heresy expressed a kind of
9
opposition and mistrust against the established authority •
However, not the common people started the revolts, but the local rulers, of
Byzantine, Bulgarian, Serbian, Pecheneg, or Vlach origin. They planned the
movements having in mind the autonomy, the independence or the imperial power.
The aristocrats were the real rulers or beneficiaries of all the "people's"
uprisings 10 • The leaders found support among thc common people eager to escape
the fiscal pressure of the center. Paul Stephenson has remarked that the selfinterest of the local aristocrats was the main factor of the centrifugal uprisings, and
in some cases, "the principal mean to galvanize popular support for a secessionist
movement was to appeal to the common memory of an independent ruler of the
northem Balkans, whose authority resided in the title 'emperor of the Bulgarians"' 11 •
Some of the leaders were aristocrats who acquired the status of dau/oi or
anthropoi of the emperors. Such chiefs from the peripheral areas bore the title
toparches in the Byzantine sources. A dau/os was a toparches who had renounced
his territory. The toparches was a ruler who preserved a position between
autonomy and subjection to the imperial power. Basil II was so wise as to accept a
partial freedom for these local chiefs. Their unrest meant the tentative of recovery
of the former territory or of its independency, and the breaking of the dou/eia 12 • To
5
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this cathegory belong Stephen Voislav and Peter Delian, both entitled toparches
by Kekaumenos 13 , but also Nestor, a ruler of Serbian or Vlach origin who received
the title of anthropos or doulos of the emperor Constantine X in exchange for his
land 14 • Other leaders were civilian or military dignitaries (Tihomir, Nestor again,
and Niculitzas). The movement from the theme of Bulgaria led by George Vojtech
from Skopje was initiated by a group of local landowners affected by the financial
policy of Nikephoritzes 15 . Finally, other rulers involved in rebellions were barbarian
chiefs like those who took the power in Paradunavon in 1072 (Tatos, Sesthlav, Satza);
16
they were masters of some regions, granted to their people .
The territorial target of the centrifugal movements varied from the independency
of a small or medium sized territory (Thessaly, Paristrion) to the restoration of Bulgaria
as an independent state ruled by a tzar (Peter Delirul and Constantine Bodin). In the
case of Delian, the legitirnacy ofthe title oftzar was given by the claimed descent from
Gavril Radomir. According to Michael of Devol (the copyist of the chronicle of
Scylitzes), Peter Delian was the son of the Hungarian princess (sister of King Stephen
17
I), the first wife of Gavril Radomir . Real or not, what matters is that the rebels
believed so. He was acclaimed as a tzar at the beginning of the revolt, at Belgrade 18 • lt
seems that he took also the old Bulgarian title of qagan 19 • Constailtine Bodin was
invited by the Bulgarian aristocrats to take for himself the same title of tzar of the
20
Bulgarians in the revolt led by George Vojtech .
Some rebellions had an urban origin, while other had a rural origin. The first
type is represented by the movement of the citizens of Larissa in 1066 and partially
by the Paristrian rebeli ion. The former was a plot of some rich people and officers.
Attracted in this plot, Niculitzas was acclaimed with the words po/ychronos and
with the title authentes, both reserved to the emperor21 • The movement itself
reflected the interests of the city community (the opposition against the tax
increases made by Constantine X); Michael Angold has emphasized that this was
one of the first revolts based on a city, not on a province, when the urban
archontes defended the interests of their cities against the abuses of the imperial
13
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power. It was the time when the Byzantine towns began to acquire some
autonomist features 22 • For the position held by Niculitzas in Larissa, the words of
Kekaumenos are very suggestive: "he has his men, and the troop (laon), the city
23
(kastron) and the region (chora) obey to him" • He was the real master of the city,
and in this position he acted in the revolt. Niculitzas was most probable the
24
strategos of Larissa, the residence of the theme of Hellas ; if not, he was however
a rich landowner25 . The Paristrian movement began too as an urban mutiny, when
the payments sent to the Danubian cities to support the defence against the
26
Pechenegs were canceled by Nikephoritzes . The power was taken by Tatos, a
Pecheneg chief who was most probably the archon of the autonomous Patzinakia
established in southem Dobruja after I 053 27 . The Pecheneg warriors were the main
force and the autonomous Patzinakia became a free territory that resisted until
I 091. Meanwhile, Nestor found in these events an opportunity to become again an
28
independent ruter, breaking the vow of douleia and concluding an alliance with Tatos •
All the movements began near the frontiers, except the revolt from Larissa.
From the periphery, the movements spread inside, sometimes over a great territory.
The rebels of Peter Delian ravaged a large area from the Danube to northem
Greece and Dyrrachion, especially after the alliance with the forces gathered by
Tihomir, a Byzantine officer of Bulgarian origin from the theme of Dyrrachion
who rebelled against his commander and who pretended for himself the title of
29
tzar • ln other instances, the peripheral movements were a stimulus for unrest in
the neighbouring regions (for instance, the Paulicians from Philippopolis led by
Lekas and Traulos joined the Paristrian rebels after I 078, giving them the
possibility to invade Thrace 30 ).
ln the rebellions were involved people of other origin than Greek
(Bulgarians, Serbs, Pechenegs, Vlachs, Romanians from Paradunavon), but this
would not mean they had a real national character. It îs nevertheless true that the
movement of Peter Delian was stimulated by a decision that disturbed the
"national" pride of the Bulgarians, the replacement of the Bulgarian archbishop of
22
23
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Ohrid with a Greek one 31 . This means that the economic causes were combined
with a clear anti-Byzantine fee ling of the conquered population. The restoration of
Samuel's empire was a project followed by Peter Delian and next by Constantine
Bodin, but this Bulgaria was not a "national" state. It was the rival empire,
emerged from the Byzantine model. This was a common project of the central
Balkan population, regardless their ethnic origin. lt is very significant that the
Macedonian rebels invited a Serbian from Duklja to be the tzar of the Bulgarians
in the uprising of 1072. Like Macedonia, Duklja belonged to the Bulgarian
empires of Simeon and Samuel. Bulgaroi was a political, not an ethnic name, in
the same way as Romaioi.
The inter-ethnic cooperation is attested in several cases. The participation of
the Vlachs in the rebeli ion of Peter Delian can be admitted 32 . The Byzantines from
Nicopolis joined the Bulgarian rebels, because they too were affected by the
financial policy of the center33 . In the mutiny of Larissa, Greeks, Vlachs and
perhaps Bulgarians rose together against the tax increases 34 • The same cooperat ion
is attested in the Paristrian rebellion, between Greeks, Romanians and Pechenegs,
and in the war led by Constantine Bodin, between Bulgarians and Serbs. The
Paristrian Pechenegs supported in 1078 an usurper like Nikephor Basilakes 35 , who
certainly did not rebel for "national" reasons. The same hate against the central
power put together separatist local chiefs, military rebels and traitors. The best
illustration is the movement of Paradunavon, where the separatist ruter Tatos was
allied with a traitor, Nestor, and where the usurper Nikephor Basilakes found help.
The fight against the Byzantine power was facilitated by the geographical
conditions in the case of the rebellion of Stephen Voislav. The war of 1042 was
successful because it was a guerilla fulfilled in the mountains of Duklja36 . In other
cases, the centrifugal movements were helped by externai forces (Pechenegs,
Hungary, and the Sicilian kingdom). It seems that Hungary was involved in the
rebellion of Peter Delian (the presumed nephew of Stephen I), which began near
37
its border, at Belgrade • The events occurred in Paradunavon between 1072 and
1091 were caused not only by the turmo ii of the Pechenegs already settled in the
province, but also by the assistance given by the externai barbarians 38 • The
Thessalian revolt started in its turn on the background of the Udae and Norman
31
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attacks and a coordination could be supposed with the offensive of Robert
39
Guiscard .
The movements were defeated because the Byzantine army was still
powerful, and because the rebels were not able to establish a firm control over
strategic areas and points like Macedonia, the Haemus passes, or Thessalonike.
They tried to do this, but they were not successful, even if the rebels of Larissa
conquered the important strategic point of Servia, the gate to Macedonia. As like
40
as Peter Delian and Constantine Bodin, they intended to control Via Egnatia .
However, Thessalonike was never reached. Alusian, the ally of Delian, led a
41
siege there, but he failed, because he was in fact a traitor • The fight for
supremacy between Peter Oei ian and Alusianos was another major reason of the
defeat of their movement. The local Bulgarian or Byzantine aristocracy had
weak military forces, and the peasants were not a trained army. Without
professional warriors, the rebels were easily defeated by the Byzantine soldiers
(in 1040-1041and1072-1073).
The rebels achieved better results only with the cooperation of the Pecheneg
professional warriors, who transformed the eastern part of Paradunavon into an
independent region that resisted for almost two decades and that was recognized
by Alexios I by the treaty concluded in autumn 1087. The final resuit ofthe mutiny
was the creation of a Pecheneg realm, led by Tzelgu, who made an alliance with
the former Hungarian king Solomon. This anti-Byzantine coalition represented a
major threat to the power balance in the northern Balkan Peninsula42 • A special
case was the war led by Stephen Voislav in I 042. Because he ruled a semiindependent state, the conflict was more serious than other revolts, and the
Byzantine army was defeated. Duklja survived as a Slavic power center which was
to become independent under Mihailo Voislav (1046-1082), a state that was able
to support the Bulgarian uprising of I 072 43 .
The events analyzed in this paper were preliminaries of the anti-Byzantine
fight that led to the frmndation of the Vlacho-Bulgarian state in the late 12th
century, which was a reaction to similar economic causes, developed in more
favorable internai and externai conditions than the 11 th century movements. In
both periods, the high levei of the taxes and the bad administration inflamed the
separatism in the remote areas of the Byzantine Empire, where the rebels found
often support from the externai enemies.
39
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